## ENERGY

### AT A GLANCE

### THE BUSINESS WE WRITE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Downstream (onshore)     | USD 200 mn | • Refineries  
|                           |          | • Petrochemicals and chemical plants  
|                           |          | • Gas works  
|                           |          | • Terminals and tank farms  
|                           |          | • Underground storage  
|                           |          | • Chemical fertilizer plants  |
| Downstream Mid-Market    | USD 50 mn | • Oil and gas separation  
|                           |          | • Compressor / pumping stations  
|                           |          | • Natural gas separation  
|                           |          | • Pipelines (oil and gas)  
|                           |          | • Tank farms / storage terminals  
|                           |          | • BTX extraction  
|                           |          | • Compounding plastics  
|                           |          | • Lube plants  
|                           |          | • Refrigerated LPG storage  |
| Midstream                | USD 200 mn | • Transportation by pipeline  
|                           |          | • Gathering, separation and storage  |

Stand-alone oil and gas risks emanating from:

- Small to medium enterprises with asset values or placements from USD 50 mn and above
- Larger conglomerate companies looking to place risks separately from their main programs, at a loss limit
WHY BROKERS AND THEIR CLIENTS CHOOSE ALLIANZ FOR ENERGY

HIGHLY-EXPERIENCED ENERGY UNDERWRITERS
Allianz professionals with the knowledge and skill to find flexible solutions to the challenges brokers and their clients face.

MARKET-LEADING CAPACITY
Allianz Energy underwriters are able to deploy significant capacity on a global scale.

GLOBAL COVERAGE PRESENCE AND HUBS IN KEY ENERGY MARKETS
Four regional hubs based in: London, Houston, Singapore and Paris. There is additional local representation in Munich, Milan, Tokyo, Bangkok, Dubai, Melbourne and Moscow - resulting in truly global coverage.

INDUSTRY LEADING ENERGY CLAIMS, RECOVERY SERVICES AND RISK CONTROL
Allianz has a 120 year track record of responsive, fair and efficient service in handling highly complex claims. Our risk control network is one of the largest and most respected in the industry.

SEAMLESS COORDINATION BETWEEN OTHER ENERGY-RELATED SPECIALTY LINES
Working with Marine, Engineering and other Allianz specialists we can provide tailored insurance and risk control programs.

CONSISTENCY
Our consolidated global underwriting platform provides a consistency of approach to Energy risk throughout the globe.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:
• Agribusiness
• Alternative Risk Transfer
• Aviation
• Construction/Engineering
• Entertainment
• Financial Lines
• Liability
• Marine
• Middle Market
• Multinational Solutions
• Programs
• Property (including Highly Protected Risk)
• Risk Consulting
• Small Business

ABOUT ALLIANZ
As an international financial services company, we offer our 86 million customers worldwide products and solutions in insurance and asset management. Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty is our dedicated brand for corporate, specialty and mid market risks and insures over half of the Fortune 500® companies.

EXTENDED GENERAL LIABILITY
Allianz is proud to provide comprehensive liability insurance tailored to meet the needs of your clients. Protecting your clients from personal injury claims is the first step towards building long-lasting relationships. Contact us to learn more.

For more information please contact:
CARLOS CARRILLO
Regional Head of Energy,
North America
Tel. +1 713 877 5570
ccarril@aic-allianz.com

DOWNLOAD THE AGCS - NORTH AMERICA APP TODAY